
Math 109 Spring 2006 HW 6HW Due Wednesday 5/17/06 in lassExerise and page numbers refer to Flether and Patty, 3rd edition.Chek them against a friend's book if you have another edition. Workingwith a lassmate is �ne, but the �nal writeup should be your own work.Part 0These are suggested exerises for extra pratie if you feel you need it. Donot hand these exerises in.FP, Chapter 6, #3, 14, 15, 48, 53, 55Part 1Turn these exerises in. Many of these problems are omputational, but youshould justify your answers.FP, Chapter 6, #4, 7, 20, 23, 35, 54Part 2These are more hallenging and/or longer exerises.1. Let S = R2 be the usual Cartesian plane, onsisting of all points(a; b) with real oordinates. De�ne a relation � from S to itself by de�ning(a; b) � (; d) to mean a�  = 2b� 2d.(a) Prove that � is an equivalene relation.1



(b). Sine � is an equivalene relation, there is a orresponding partitionof the the set S. Desribe this partition geometrially. In other words, what\shape" do the equivalene lasses making up the partition have in theplane? What does the fat that the equivalene lasses are pairwise disjointmean geometrially? Draw a piture to illustrate your answer.2. Consider a standard dek of 52 ards with 4 suits eah ontaining 13ards, as in Example 7 on page 199 of the book (You should understand thatexample before beginning this problem). How many 13-ard bridge handsare there whih have a singleton in at least one suit? (Having a singletonin a suit means having exatly one ard in that suit. By the way, having ashort suit is often a good thing in bridge.) Your answer an be in terms ofvarious C(n; k), you don't have to evaluate these to get an atual number.3(a). Using the binomial theorem, give a simple formula (not involvinga sum of many terms) for the expression�n0�+�n1� � 4 +�n2� � 42 + � � �+�nn� � 4nas a funtion of n.(b). Similarly, �nd a formula (not involving a sum of many terms) forthe expression�n0���n1� � 3 +�n2� � 32 � � � �+ (�1)n�nn� � 3nas a funtion of n.4. Again, in this problem your answers an be in terms of the numbersC(n; k), you don't have to evaluate them. Every day a student in Man-hattan walks from home to shool, whih is loated 10 bloks east and 14bloks north from home. She always takes a shortest walk of 24 bloks, butthere are many di�erent possible routes. (Assume the streets in this part ofManhattan are a square grid. Drawing a piture may help.)(a). How many di�erent walks are possible? (Hint: eah blok she walksalong she is walking either east or north.)(b). Suppose loated 4 bloks east and 5 bloks north of her home is astreet orner where a known drug dealer hangs out, so her mother has toldher to avoid this intersetion. How many di�erent walks whih do not passthrough this intersetion are possible? (Hint: Think �rst about how manywalks there are whih do pass through this intersetion.)2


